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Meet some of the Authors



“I cannot and should not be cured of 
my stress, but merely taught to 

enjoy it.”
Hans Selye

Authorized OASIS Facilitators Susan Toms, Frankel-Gramelis & Marjorie Polycarpe



“It has been a blast and privilege to work with these 25 amazing people. 
Where I may have helped them find or fine-tune their verbal form, 

each of them has opened my eyes to a new slice of life and new 
piece of the OASIS experience.

The enthusiasm, power and reach of the 
OASIS Community are irresistible.”

Cecile Wijne Kroon



OASIS has made a 
lifelong impact on 
so many people.

Living OASIS has 
changed my life.

Take the 60 seconds 
to change yours.



GEORGE HERRICK
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
Certified Master Life Coach

The most powerful tools are 
the simplest because we 

stick with them. A tool we 
don’t use is literally 

useless… 

The OASIS Strategies are 
very simple and highly 

effective tools that actually 
transform the signs and 

symptoms of stress.



We laughed, we cried, we boogied… We felt safe to open up to 
our co-workers, so we felt more like human beings and could 
see our co-workers as fuller human beings too.

                Sue Wells, Connecticut College

OASIS IS for YOU

Renee O’Connell (in back) & others watch George as he 

demonstrates an off-beat use of OASIS



KAREN GOMEZ 
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
Intuitive Coach/Teacher of Holistic Studies.

“The OASIS Strategies result 
in immediate relief of stress 

by enhancing mood, creating 
space for breath, and 

redirecting the mind to a 
place of stillness.”



KARIN JOY WHITLEY
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
Corporate Training and Development 
Specialist

“As I began to practice 
and learn the OASIS 

Strategies, I found that I 
was trying them out at 

home, at my desk, in the 
car, and in public places.

The OASIS Strategies 
immediately reduced 
my stress, reenergized 
me and assisted me in 

controlling my 
emotions. I even felt I 
could refocus at work 

with a sharper 
awareness.”



The world gets ever more overwhelming – and Millie’s OASIS ever more 
essential, healing, and timely.

David L. Katz, MD, FACPM, FACP



KATHLEEN THOMPSON 
Authorized OASIS Facilitator

“Each of the OASIS 
Strategies can be done in 60
-seconds – one minute. We 
can each carve one minute 
out of our schedule to do 

something healthy and fun.

That one minute, repeated 
several times per day over a 

period of time, creates a 
new healthy habit, and can 
transform our lives – one 

minute at a time.”



LYNNEA BRINKERHOFF 
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
Executive/Wellness Coach

“The OASIS Strategies are 
infectious, because they are 
easy, accessible, doable and 

give immediate results; 
beginning and end of story.

Go ahead … Take 60-
seconds now … Try one…

May you be met with an 
unexpected case of being… 

And may your next few 
hours be ones of your 

choosing.

Ready, set, reset ...”



Help one person at a time, and always start with the 
person nearest you.

Mother Teresa

Millie Grenough, creator of OASIS, with Lynnea Brinkerhoff, co-creator of OASIS Stress Squad, 
Pioneer OASIS Grads Jill Berquist & Elana Ponet, & Sue Seidman, O TeleTrain Pioneer Group & 
Facilitator of 1st OASIS Training in Spanish



MUBARAKAH IBRAHIM
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
Executive Director Fit Haven

“It doesn’t matter where 
you live, what society 
you live in, what your 
economic level is, or even 
how old you are … 
everybody experiences 
stress.

I’m a practical person. If 
there is no way we can 
avoid stress, it’s up to us 
to learn how to deal with 
it.

There are things we can 
do ourselves, naturally, 
with just our bodies and 
minds.

That was my attraction to 
OASIS.”





Who Am I? and What Am I Here on This Planet For?



Dina Markind, Author
Authorized OASIS Facilitator 
Personal Life Coach

The OASIS in the Overwhelm Strategies 
provide the pause that grounds me. They 
allow me to reconnect with what is 
important and then act in a way that is more 
beneficial to myself and to others. I like to 
say that they provide a pause with a 
purpose.

What is particularly special about the OASIS 
techniques is their clarity and simplicity, 
and that each can be done in sixty seconds 
or less. They are easily accessible to 
everyone, and can be done anywhere.

Using OASIS not only helps in the moment; 
it has a ripple effect and allows us to lead a 
calmer, more aware and joyful life. 



Looking for calm in the chaos?

A refreshing pause in your busy day?
A breath of air in the craziness of life?

Find it in OASIS.



Rebecca Santiago, Author
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
RN

oasis-it’s not a mirage, it’s a miracle!

After reading what OASIS had done for 
so many people, I knew in my heart that 
I had finally found a possible avenue to 
alleviate the unhealthy stress responses 
I had been experiencing.

There are many situations in which 
OASIS Strategies can be used – for 
personal, social and spiritual well-being. 

As a registered nurse, I utilize OASIS 
Strategies with patients who have 
learned of a cancer diagnosis, one of the 
most emotional consults anyone can 
encounter.



Got A Minute? That’s all it takes to change your life. 
60-seconds. Really. Don’t wait until it’s too late. 

Take on OASIS.



Susan Seidman, Author
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
Master Certified Coach

Studying OASIS with Millie was 
uplifting and grounding at the same 
time. 

Few trainings can boast the ability to 
achieve both the energy part of 
motivation and inspiration as well as 
offer the practical part of practice and 
use. OASIS gave me both. 

I look forward to bringing the power of 
OASIS to as many Latin countries as I 
can. I am sustained by my strong belief 
that world peace is a process of 
individuals creating consciousness-one 
breath at a time.



Susan Toms, Author
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
RN, MS, MA

When I found OASIS in the Overwhelm, or 
rather, when it found me, I realized its 
enormous potential as a support resource.  

What I love about these strategies is that they 
are easy, versatile and adaptable to one’s 
personal experience, based on our specific 
triggers and our unique perception and 
response to them. The triggers are neutral by 
themselves; our minds conjure up the rest.

OASIS can make a difference not only in the 
hospital experience; it can be a useful tool 
carried over into all aspects of one’s life.

The beauty of the OASIS Strategies is that they 
can be applied in any kind of stressful situation. 
You can combine, expand, and modify them to 
your own needs. With a little imagination and 
creativity, the possibilities are endless.

I have spent the last 14 years working in a 
level 4 NICU … I have helped many 

premature babies finish their pregnancies 
outside of the womb. The NICU is a place 
that few people can imagine, unless they 

have experienced it firsthand.



Tanisha Akinloye, Author
Authorized OASIS Facilitator
Empowering Through Beauty

Just at the right time in 2012, I was 
introduced to OASIS, which was truly an 
oasis for me.  The whole atmosphere and 
context of self-acceptance and relaxation, 
and the techniques I learned, offered me 
the perspective and framework I had 
been looking for all along. I loved the 
simplicity and directness of the 
techniques.

To this day, our OASIS Community is 
very important to me. Professionally, it 
helps me raise my skills and techniques to 
a higher level, and for me personally, it 
remains a haven where I am reminded of 
my purpose and of what matters to me 
most.
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